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Introducing Climax: A novel strategy to a tri-wheel spiral robot
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Abstract

This paper describes a prototype and analytical studies of a tri-wheel spiral mobile robot. The robot can reach any desired point
with a sequence of rotational movements. The robot has a simple actuation mechanism, consisting of three wheels mounted on
a platform with axes fixed in 120◦ and a motor connected to each. Our approach introduces several new features such as simple
repeated sequence of commands for steering and spiral motion, versus direct movement to target. The mathematical model of
the robot is discussed, and a steering method is developed to achieve full motion capabilities. For a number of missions, it is
shown experimentally that the proposed motion planning agrees well with the results.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

We are in the process of development of a tri-wheel
piral mobile robot (nicknamed “Climax”), that has
everal new features than existing wheel- and track-
ased mobile robots. Our design is an isostatic structure
quipped with three wheels located at the vertices of an
quilateral triangle, with their axes pointing toward the
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ax: +98 281 366 5279.
E-mail addresses:javadi@noise.ir (A.H. Javadi),
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center. The prototype of the robot is shown inFig. 1.
The actuation mechanism will provide the robot w
rapid maneuverability by enabling it to quickly acc
erate and decelerate, or move with constant velo
One obvious feature of Climax is its natural spiral m
tion, versus direct movement, which brings us sev
advantageous properties as we will see in the follow
sections.

The outline of the paper is as following: introduct
in Section1; Section2 is a glance on several spec
ized wheel and mobile mechanisms for construc
mobile robot; Section3 shows a description of the sy
tem, and mathematical model of the robot; trajec
planning is brought in Section4; Section5 is devoted

921-8890/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.robot.2004.05.007
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Fig. 1. Climax.

to experimental results; Section6 gives an example of
the advantageous of spiral motion; conclusion remarks
in Section7.

2. Flash back

A large number of wheeled or tracked platform
mechanisms have been studied and developed to prove
their mobility capability to tele-operate and/or to design
autonomous robot vehicles[1]. For large and heavy out-
door robots, four-wheel car-like driving mechanisms
or skid–steer platforms have traditionally been used.
These vehicles are quite restricted in their motion[2–4],
particularly when operating in tight environments, due
to nonholonomic constraints on their wheel mecha-
nisms. In recent years, study of nonholonomic systems
is an area of active research. Nonholonomic systems are
characterized by nonintegrable rate constraints result-
ing from rolling contact or momentum conservation.
Nonholonomic behaviors are sometimes introduced on
purpose in the design of mechanism, in order to obtain
certain characteristics and performances such as those
in [5–9]. Many applications fall into this category in-
cluding wheeled robots, spacecrafts and underwater ve-
hicles. Some elegant solutions to motion planning have
been presented using tools from differential geometry
[10–13]. One advantage offered by nonholonomic sys-
tems is the possibility of controlling a higher number
of configurations than the number of actuators actu-
a use-
f ost

[14]. The nonholonomic constraints cause complexi-
ties in trajectory planning and designing of control al-
gorithms for feedback stability of the vehicle system. It
is required that a suitable desired trajectory satisfying
the above constraint be designed to control a nonholo-
nomic mobile mechanism[15].

On the other hand, holonomic vehicles have been
proposed with several advantages and disadvantages,
so that there is introduced a control strategy to avoid
a nonholonomic constraint of a wheel to implement
a holonomic omnidirectional vehicle[16]. Holonomic
vehicles, also, have some problems in practical appli-
cations such as low payload capability, complicated
mechanism and limited accuracy of motion[17–19].

Better motion capabilities have been investigated in
a variety of research centers and have been demon-
strated on laboratory robots. These improvements in
motion capabilities typically are derived from the
use of two independent driving wheels supplemented
by casters (e.g., see robot in[20]), two steerable
and independently driving wheels[21] or three steer-
able and coordinated driving wheels (e.g., see robots
in [22–24]). Some researchers, also, have developed
spherical rolling robots[25–29]to achieve an omnidi-
rectional motion[29].

The holonomic or nonholonomic omnidirectional
mobile robots have been studied by using a variety
of mechanisms[30,31]. In other words, several om-
nidirectional platforms have been known to be realized
by developing a specialized wheel or mobile mecha-
n ha-
n o-
b

1
2
3
4
5
6

ks.
C that
i ach
h ersus
h xity
i go-
r to
m ev-
lly employed in the system, which is sometimes
ul in terms of reducing the system’s weight and c
ism. From this point of view, such specialized mec
isms suitable for constructing an omnidirectional m
ile robot are summarized as following:

. Steered wheel mechanism[32].

. Universal wheel mechanism[33].

. Ball wheel mechanism[19,34].

. Orthogonal wheel mechanism[18,34].

. Crawler mechanism[35].

. Offset steered wheel mechanism[16].

Our design, however, differs from previous wor
limax is a novel approach to a spiral mobile robot

ntroduces a new method of traveling. This appro
as a simple mechanism and a good accuracy v
olonomic vehicles and further, it has no comple

n trajectory planning and designing of control al
ithms. Moreover, it should have a rotary motion
ove toward the target, which solely introduces s
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eral new features such as providing full 360◦ view in the
case of camera mounting and it can achieve a desired
orientation easily than conventional mobile platforms.
These features are achieved in the expense of wasting
some energy as discussed in the following sections.

3. System description and mathematical model

Suppose that the robot is placed in the center of
theOm–XmYm coordinates, and one of the wheels is
placed on the horizontal axis,Xm. Then, as the robot
has an equilateral construction, and the axes of the other
two wheels are placed in 120◦ with the axis of the first
wheel, the position of the wheels will become as below:

x1 = r
x2 = x3 = −1

2
r

y1 = 0

y2 = −y3 = −
√

3

2
r

(1)

wherer is the length of the vector connecting the center
of the robot to the contacting point of the wheels,�vi,
and (xi ,yi) (i = 1–3) are the respective contacting points
of wheels inOm–XmYm coordinates, as it is shown in
Fig. 2.

F -
m

As far as the velocity of wheels is concerned, the
body may be considered to be in pure rotation about
an axis, normal to the plane of motion, passing through
an axis. This axis is called theinstantaneous axisof
zero velocity, and the intersection of this axis with the
plane of motion is known as theinstantaneous centerof
zero velocity. This point is a unique reference point,p0,
which momentarily has zero velocity. As the angular
velocity of wheels vary,p0 changes. The pointp0 is,
for our system as we have fixed wheels’ axes, a fixed
point in the body and a fixed point in the plane.

For the body inFig. 2, let us assume that the direc-
tions of the absolute velocities of the any two wheels
are known, suppose wheels 2 and 3, which certainly
are not parallel. If there is a point about whichp2 has
absolute circular motion at the instant considered, this
point must lie on the normal to�w2t throughp2. Similar
reasoning applies top3, and the intersectionp0 of these
two perpendiculars fulfills the requirement for an ab-
solute center of rotation at the instant considered. Point
p0 is the instantaneous center of zero velocity and may
lie on or off the body. So, if�wi is the angular velocity
of pi , then �wit , i = 1, . . ., 3, will become as below:

| �wit| = | �wi| cosθi (2)

| �win| = | �wi| sinθi (3)

whereθi is the angle between�vi and the vector con-
nectingp0 andpi , �ri. �win is, also, the other decomposed
v

ls,
s
b ody
a the
b

w

w
c the
b

(
w les,
x

ig. 2. The moving coordinates,Om–XmYm, and the special align
ent of the robot.
ector of �wi.
If the magnitude of the velocity of one of the whee

ayw2t , is also known, the angular velocityw of the
ody and the linear velocity of every points in the b
re easily obtained. Thus, the angular velocity of
ody is:

= w2t

r2
(4)

herer2 is the distance betweenp0 andp2, and(4), of
ourse, is also the angular velocity of every point in
ody.

Therefore, the velocity ofp3 is w3t = r3w =
r3/r2)w2t . So the governing equation is as Eq.(5),
hich is a system of two equations and two variab

0 andy0, the coordinates ofp0.

w1t

r1
= w2t

r2
= w3t

r3
(5)
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cosθi =
r2i + r2− r20

2rir
= r

2− (x0xi + y0yi)

rir
(6)

r =
√
x2

1 + y2
1 =

√
x2

2 + y2
2 =

√
x2

3 + y2
3 (7)

r0 =
√
x2

0 + y2
0 (8)

ri =
√

(xi − x0)2+ (yi − y0)2 (9)

andwit , i = 1, . . ., 3, are calculated using Eq.(2).
As the proposed system of Eq.(5) is a system of two

biquadratic functions with two variables, there is no ex-
plicit solution for it. So we cannot develop constraints
on wheel velocity since the solution is time consuming.
Here, we introduce another system of equations which
is simpler than(5) and needs less labor for solving.

Suppose that the wheels are rotating. It is evident
that the wheel with higher speed should move in a
longer radius. It means that the instantaneous center of
zero velocity for the wheel with higher velocity should
lie somewhere farther than the other wheels. So we
have a system of equations as below:


(x0− x1)2+ (y0− y1)2 =
(
k · w1

w1w2w3

)2

(x0− x2)2+ (y0− y2)2 =
(
k · w2

w1w2w3

)2

(x0− x3)2+ (y0− y3)2 =
(
k · w3

w w w

)2

(10)

w of
t sing
t

x

y

k

w as
b

ξ 1)(w1

ψ

ζ = w2
1+ w2

2+ w2
3 (16)

Ω = ζ +
√

3ξ

ψ
(17)

As wi cannot have different directions, the con-
straints introduced by(14)are as follows:

w1+ w2− w3 ≥ 0

w1+ w3− w2 ≥ 0

w2+ w3− w1 ≥ 0

w1+ w2+ w3 ≥ 0

(18)

The plots of(11) and(12), for w1 = 2, are brought in
Fig. 3.

Accuracy of(10) is examined by putting calculated
x0 and y0, which came from(11) and (12), andwi,
in Eq. (5), constructing three individual equations. It
shows an acceptable error inx0 andy0.

Fig. 4a illustrates the system along with showing
several states ofp0, asw1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.25 andw3
varies from 0.255 to 0.745 with step of 0.005.Fig. 4b
also illustrates the system withw1 = 0.5, w2 = 1.75
andw3 varies from 1.255 to 2.245 with step of 0.05.

The rotation point,p0(x0,y0), is evaluated using sys-
tem of Eq.(10) resultingx0 andy0 within Eqs.(11)
and(12), respectively. Further, the Climax’s dominant
equations of motion can be evaluated through relations
below referring toFigs. 5 and 6.

The longitudinal slip of the tire is defined as a dif-
f speed
o d by
t

S

w
t
a f
t ed
s
p f
1 2 3

herek is a proportional coefficient. The solution
his system is a point, which is a common point pas
hrough three circles, centered onp1, p2 andp3.

The explicit solution of(10) is as below:

0 = − 3

12
r(2w2

1− w2
2− w2

3)Ω (11)

0 = −
√

3

4
r(w2

3− w2
3)Ω (12)

=
√

6

2
rw1w2w3

√
Ω (13)

hereξ,ψ, ζ andΩ are auxiliary variables, defined
elow:

=
√

(w1+ w2− w3)(w1+ w3− w2)(w2+ w3− w
= w4

1+ w4
2+ w4

3− w2
1w

2
2− w2

1w
2
3− w2

2w
2
3 (15)
+ w2+ w3) (14)

erence between the tire tangential speed and the
f the axle relative to the road, which is represente

he following equation:

i =



Vx′i − Rωwi

Vx′i
, Vx′i > Rωwi

Rωwi − Vx′i
Rωwi

, Rωwi > Vx′i

(19)

hereSi is the longitudinal slip in theith wheel,Vx′i
he speed of the axle in theith wheel (Fig. 6b),ωwi the
ngular velocity in theith wheel andR is the radius o

he wheel. The value of the longitudinal slip is limit
uch that 0 <|S|< 1; in pure rolling motionS= 0 and in
ure slipping motionS= 1. The former is ideal form o
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Fig. 3. Plot of the explicit solution of(10), for x0 andy0, respectively.

the motion which is a spin turn around the CG point.
To keep track of the robot, the latter should be avoided.
In actual conditions,S should lie between these two
values.

Slip angle is the angle between the wheel direction
and the velocity vector on the wheel defined as

αi = tan−1
(
Vx′i
Vy′i

)
(20)

whereVx′i andVy′i are the speed of the axle and the
sideslip velocity, respectively. The value of the slip an-
gle is limited such that|α|< 90◦. HavingVx, Vy andω
in every moments, the velocity vector for each wheel
can be derived. Further, it is possible to calculateVx′i
andVy′i using equation below:

�Vi = (Vx + riω sinθi)êx + (Vy + riω cosθi)êy

= Vx′iêx′i + Vy′iêy′i (21)

where �Vi is the velocity vector on theith wheel,Vx
andVy the velocity of the center of mass inx andy
directions,ri the distance of theith wheel from the
center of the robot andθi is the direction angle of the
ith wheel (Fig. 6a).

The longitudinal and lateral forces generated by a
wheel are a function of the slip angle, longitudinal slip
and gravitational forces. That is

Fx′i
µFzi

= fx(αi, Si) (22)

Fy′i
µFzi

= fy(αi, Si) (23)

whereµ,Fzi,αi andSi are kinetic coefficient of friction,
gravitational force (equal tomg/3 for each wheel due
to geometric symmetry of the robot), slip angle and
longitudinal slip, respectively.Fx′i andFy′i are slipping

rent se
Fig. 4. p0’s due to two diffe
 tups. It is supposed thatr = 1.
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Fig. 5. Schematic of Climax, showing the wheels along with the
axles placed in 120◦. The area within the circle is emphasised in
Fig. 6.

and rolling friction forces, respectively (Fig. 6c), which
will be discussed later in Section3.2.µ is a function of
materials, nature of contacting surfaces and the relative
velocity. Hence, for assuring the possibility of motion,
it is essential to satisfy the following equations:

µfx > µstatic (24)

µfy > µstatic (25)

Fig. 6. (a) The original coordinatesO–xywith the rotated coordinates
O–x′y′; (b) the axle’s speed�Vi of wheel I; (c) the corresponding
applied forceFi on wheeli.

in whichµstaticis the static coefficient of friction. Func-
tionsfx andfy depend on contact patch, tread width and
wheel hardness and their corresponding relations can
be found in reference[36].

It should be noted that in every wheel, there is a
moment about thez-axis which is negligible in com-
parison with values of the forces. The mentioned force
is not shown inFig. 5. The projection of forces in the
above equations inx–y direction yields:

Fxi = Fx′i cosθi + Fy′i sinθi (26)

Fyi = Fx′i sinθi + Fy′i cosθi (27)

Now, from the Newton’s second law and its general-
ization, we can write

�F = Fxêx + Fyêy (28)

Fx =
3∑
i=1

Fxi = m(V̇x − ωVy) (29)

Fy =
3∑
i=1

Fyi = m(V̇y + ωVx) (30)

whereêx andêy are unit vectors inx andy directions,
respectively, and

Mz =
3∑
i=1

Fx′iri = Iω̇ (31)

w the
C t
o he
a two
p tion
a h
C

3
c

f the
r ns-
f ign-
m

on
t ordi-
n e
hereMz is the summation of moments around
G,m the mass of the Climax andI is the momen
f inertia about thez-axis. It should be noted that t
cceleration terms in the first two equations have
arts. The first part is related to the linear accelera
nd the second part, includingω, is associated wit
oriolis acceleration.

.1. System transition from Om–XmYm to absolute
oordinates

As we have used a special case of alignment o
obot, inOm–XmYm coordinates, we should use a tra
er function to convert the system to our special al
ent structure.
Consider that the mobile robot be a rigid moving

he workspace. It is assumed that the absolute co
ate system,Ow–XwYw, is fixed on the plane, on th
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Fig. 7. Absolute coordinatesOw along withOm and the robot.

center point of the robot at the beginning of the travel,
and the moving coordinate system,Om–XmYm, is fixed
on the center point of the robot, parallel toOw–XwYw,
following movements of the robot, as shown inFig. 7.
We can use the equation below for transferring a point
from theOm–XmYm coordinates to theOw–XwYw co-
ordinates:[
Px

Py

]
=
[
px

py

]
+
[
Omx

Omy

]
(32)

wherepandPrefer to the points measured inOm–XmYm
andOw–XwYw coordinates, respectively.

In our notation, we use capital letters for the lo-
cations of points measured inOw–XwYw coordinates,
and small letters for the locations of points measured
in Om–XmYm coordinates.

Now, we use a rotation matrix to rotate the system
to our special alignment inOm–XmYm, as below:[
xi

yi

]
=
[

cosα sinα

− sinα cosα

][
x′i
y′i

]
(33)

whereα is the angle between�v1 and theXm axis, as
shown inFig. 7. So

cosα = x′1√
(x′1)2+ (y′1)2

(34)

s
y′1√

We can evaluate the resultant instantaneous center of
zero velocity,p′0(x′0, y

′
0), by the equation below:[

x′0
y′0

]
=
[

cosα − sinα

sinα cosα

][
x0

y0

]
(36)

p′0, also, can be measured inOw–XwYw by Eq.(32). So
the instantaneous center of zero velocity inOw–XwYw
coordinates can be evaluated. InOw–XwYw, all primed
variables are the same with nonprimed relative vari-
ables, as primed variables have no particular meaning.
Therefore,P ′0 is identical toP0.

By havingP0 in hand, the transition of the whole
system can be achieved by equation below:[
Xi

Yi

]
←
[

cosδ − sinδ

sinδ cosδ

][
Xi −X0

Yi − Y0

]
+
[
X0

Y0

]
(37)

whereδ is the instantaneous rotation angle of the robot
in a very short time,&t. δ can be evaluated as below:

w1 = (2π · rw)W1 (38)

&l = &t · w1

60
(39)

r1 =
√

(x0− x1)2+ (y0+ y1)2 (40)

δ = 180&l

πr1
(41)

w
t

the
l[

a :[

3

s an
i dis-
c ts of
t

inα =
(x′1)2+ (y′1)2

(35)
hereW1 is the angular velocity of wheel 1 andrw is
he radius of wheels.

We can use the equation below for obtaining
ocation ofOm fromPi :

Omx

Omy

]
= 1

3

[
X1+X2+X3

Y1+ Y2+ Y3

]
(42)

nd for calculatingp′i, we use the following equation

p′ix
p′iy

]
=
[
Omx

Omy

]
−
[
Pix

Piy

]
(43)

.2. Friction forces analysis

Up to now, we have considered each wheel a
ndividual element in the system. Now, we want to
uss the friction forces of the wheels and the effec
he wheels’ forces on each other.
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Equations below are used for evaluating slipping
and rolling friction forces:

Fs = ηsmg (44)

Fr = ηrmg (45)

whereFs andFr are slipping and rolling friction forces,
respectively.ηs andηr are slipping and rolling friction
coefficients, respectively, which depend on several fac-
tors, such as velocity, materials and forms of contact-
ing surfaces. Typically, finding the relations between
mentioned factors, andηs andηr coefficients is mostly
based on practical experiences. As a rule of thumb, we
can assign a number to each of them. Equations below
are a reasonable approximation for slipping and rolling
friction forces in our system:

fsi = µsmwg (46)

fri = µrmwg (47)

mwg = 1

3
mg (48)

whereµs andµr are constant slipping and rolling fric-
tion coefficients, respectively, andmwg is the weight
force acting on each wheel. As the robot is in a geomet-
rical symmetry,mwg is one-third of the robot weight,
mg(Eq.(48)). Experimental results show that equating
µs andµr with 0.3 and 0.1, respectively, provides a
good approximation of the system’s response[36,37].
Friction force vectors are shown inFig. 8. As shown,
s he
w r to
t f the
m tion
o

ch
w ls on
e ing
a ay
w el 2.
T n in
F its
o -
p the
a ith
t is
p t
e ush

Fig. 8. Slipping and rolling friction forces of wheels. The area within
the circle is emphasised inFig. 9.

or pull the wheel aside along or perpendicular to the
axis of the wheel, respectively.

The affected force, for all the wheels,Fi , can be
calculated as below:

�fs1= −µsmgx̂ (49)

�fr1 = −µrmgŷ (50)

�fs2= 1

2
µsmgx̂+

√
3

2
µsmgŷ (51)

�fr2 = −
√

3

2
µrmgx̂+ 1

2
µrmgŷ (52)

�fs3= −1

2
µsmgx̂+

√
3

2
µsmgŷ (53)

Fig. 9. The impact of friction forces of wheels 1 and 3 on wheel 2.
lipping friction forces are along with the axis of t
heels, and rolling friction forces are perpendicula

he axis of the wheels and parallel to the surface o
ovement and its direction is contrary to the rota
f the heading of the robot.

In addition to calculating the friction forces for ea
heel, we should consider the effects of the whee
ach other. We have two pairs of forces, the slipp
nd rolling friction forces of the other two wheels, s
heels 1 and 3, that affect each wheel, say whe
he effects of wheels 1 and 3 on wheel 2 are show
ig. 9. The superposition of these four forces and
wn friction forces on each wheel,Fi , can be decom
osed into two vectors along and perpendicular to
xis of the wheel. The acting vector that is along w

he axis of the wheel,Fin, and the acting vector that
erpendicular to the axis of the wheel,Fit , should no
xceed the slipping friction force, in order to not p
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�fr3 =
√

3

2
µrmgx̂− 1

2
µrmgŷ (54)

�Fi = �fs1+ �fr1+ �fs2+ �fr2+ �fs3+ �fr3. (55)

Now, we should decompose�Fi into two vectors, along
and perpendicular to the vector connectingP0 to Pi .
We, for instance, evaluate�Fit and �Fin for wheel 2, as
below:

R2 =

√√√√(
X0+ 1

2

)2

+
(
Y0−

√
3

2

)2

(56)

�F2n = mg(µr sinε− µs cosε)(cosε · x̂− sinε · ŷ)
(57)

�F2t = mg(µr sinε+ µs cosε)(− cosε · x̂− sinε · ŷ)
(58)

As we examined theF2n andF2t forces with different
points ofP0, we find that the maximum of these two
vectors will not exceed the slipping friction force. So
the system will remain stable for all valid points ofP0.
Using Eqs.(24) and(25), and, for instance, Eqs.(57)
and(58), we have shown experimentally that Climax
can have full motion capabilities for conventional in-
door applications.

re-
ous

ts
s of

ch
ual
ile

city.

the

2. No need to evaluate the system of Eq.(10), because
the resultant rotation point (X0, Y0) is obviously
placed either on center point of the robot, or on the
contacting point of the steady wheel.

3. Having full motion capability, with mono-
directional motor driving.

More discussion on how the motors are drove
through some examples is given in the next section.

5. Experimental results

In this section, the validity of the model is checked
by comparing trajectories found by experiment with
those predicted by integrating the model for a series
of setups. The calculations are done by a low-order
numerical integrator in MATLAB 12 using a time step
0.01 s. The experimental setup parameters are shown
in Table 1.

For several missions, the experimental results agree
well with those of the model. In each case, the exper-
imental trajectory follows the predicted one within a
reasonable accuracy. The following are several issues
of experimental results, containing spin turn with in-
stantaneous center of zero velocity positioned on and
out of the center of the robot, simple direct path trav-
eling and crank motion. In each part, the desired path,
the traveled path along with a sketch of how the motors
are drove, are given.

5

ns
o ve-
l ta-
n
o im-

T
E

V

R
D

M
M
R

4. Control strategy

We have evaluated the relation betweenwi and in-
stantaneous center of zero velocity,P0, through(10).
We can calculate all thewi, surely, with having (X0,Y0)
and one wheel’s angular velocity predefined. The
fore, it is possible to achieve any desired instantane
center of zero velocity, (X0, Y0), as long as constrain
(18)are not violated. Hence, there are several style
movements from beginning to destination.

To simplify the trajectory planning, our approa
is based on having all the wheels to rotate with eq
angular velocities or holding one wheel steady wh
the other two wheels have an equal angular velo
This method has several advantages such as:

1. Simple repeated sequential motions to steer
robot from the beginning to destination.
.1. Spin turn

Fig. 10a and b shows two different rotary motio
f the robot with instantaneous center of zero

ocity placed on two different points. The instan
eous center of zero velocity forFig. 10a is placed
n wheel 3. The corresponding motor driving t

able 1
xperimental setup for Climax

ariable Quantity

adius of wheels (cm) 4.25
istance of center of the robot to
contacting point of wheels (cm)

9

aximum speed of motors (r/s) 1.75
aximum speed of robot’s rotation (r/s) 1.85
obot’s weight (kg) 1.650
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Fig. 10. Spiral motion.

Fig. 11. Spiral motion; motor driving timing diagram.

ing diagrams are shown inFig. 11. In this exper-
iment, the traveled path followed the desired path.
The spiral motion is an example showing the capa-
bility of the robot to rotate along a center, and does
not follow the motion technique introduced in Section
4.

5.2. Direct path traveling

A direct path traveling is performed (Fig. 12). The
robot traveled the path by rotating to the target, propos-
ing the previous discussed motion planning, which is
discussed in Section4. Fig. 13shows the robot’s drif-
tage from the desired path. It is expected as the robot
should have a rotary motion to the target. The corre-
sponding motor driving timing diagram is shown in
Fig. 14. Fig. 12. Direct movement.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between the desired path (dashed line) and the
traveled path (solid curve).

Fig. 14. Direct movement; motor driving timing diagram.

5.3. Crank motion

Fig. 15shows a crank motion containing two differ-
ent motions. As shown inFig. 16, the robot followed
the desired path in a reasonable accuracy. It is good
to mention that though the robot had some deviation
from the desired path through the traveling, it reached
the destination point. The corresponding motor driving
timing diagram is shown inFig. 17. As shown, though
the control strategy is followed, the difference of the

Fig. 15. Crank motion.

Fig. 16. Comparison between the desired path (dashed curve) and
the traveled path (solid curve).

timing interval in the third part of the diagram makes
the robot to rotate. It is the point which makes the mo-
tion planning relatively easy.

6. Sensory interpretation

To show one advantages of spiral motion, we
ran an experiment using three distance-meter sensors
mounted on our robot, as shown inFig. 18.
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Fig. 17. Crank motion; motor control timing diagram.

Fig. 18. The prototype of Climax.

Fig. 19shows the map of a corridor, along with the
robot, which is placed somewhere in it.Fig. 20shows
a 360◦ view of the corridor from where the robot is lo-
cated. A camera was mounted on the robot to show the
site view of the robot.Fig. 21shows the signals gath-
ered from one of the distance-meter sensors, when the
robot rotates in its place from 270◦ to−90◦ clockwise.
Constructing the map from the sensory information us-
ing geometrical relations is as below:

Px = l cosϕ (59)

Fig. 19. Map of the corridor for experimental sensory information
interpretation.

Py = l sinϕ (60)

whereP(Px, Py) is any intended point andϕ is the an-
gle between the sensor andXm in Om–XmYm coordi-
nates.

Though interpretation of distance-meter sensor in-
formation is handy and simple, it is so effective in
map construction. The map represented by robot,
through considering the sensory information, is shown
in Fig. 22. The discontinuity inFig. 22is indicated in
Fig. 21with an arrow.

Fig. 20. 360◦ view of the corridor.
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Fig. 21. Sensory information gathered from the distance-meter sensor, which is mounted on the robot. Arrow shows the discontinuity point.

Fig. 22. Map representation due to sensory information. Asterisk
shows the robot’s position.

7. Conclusion

An autonomous tri-wheel spiral robot was designed
and built. The mathematical model of the robot and
an algorithm for motion planning were developed. The
model was validated through a set of experiments. Sim-
ulation and experimental trajectories of the robot on the
plane were found to agree to a reasonable accuracy. As
compared to existing motion planners, most of which
require intensive numerical computation, our strategy
involves simple algorithmic iterative motion and pro-
vides the scope for easy implementation. This study
demonstrates the feasibility of the idea and we expect
to improve its design in future.
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